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BOMB Money is on a mission to become the largest & safest crypto staking platform in the world.
Keeping our investors and their funds safe is a top priority. However, investing in cryptocurrency and
Decentralised Finance (DeFi) does carry risk so it’s important you read this document and carry out
your own research before interacting with, or investing in BOMB Money's protocols.
This document outlines key risks you should be aware of but is not exhaustive. It should be read in
conjunction with our Terms of Service. We may make updates to these documents from time to time so
you should review them regularly. 
The risks outlined apply across all BOMB Money's products and services, including, but not limited to,
Bomb.Money, Bombmoney.com, peghub.com, app.peghub.com, swap.bomb.app, czpegs,com,
bitbomb.io, polypegs.com and snowpegs.com.
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Market risk 
The value of any investment in BOMB Money’s tokens and investment protocols may fluctuate dramatically
due to different market factors and as with most investments your capital is not guaranteed, nor any profit.
Past performance should not be used as an indicator of future performance and you should not invest more
than what you can afford to lose. 

Tax risk 
You may want to seek independent tax advice before entering into any investment to ensure you
understand the potential tax implications in your jurisdiction. Different transactions may have different tax
implications and the tax consequences of any transaction is dependent upon your individual circumstances
and may be subject to change in the future. BOMB Money does not offer tax advice. 

Smart contract and general security risks
We invest heavily in ensuring our smart contracts are safe, but there’s always the possibility of an
unidentified bug or vulnerability that compromises investor funds. As with all decentralised protocols, it
would not be possible to recover funds in this instance. It's also important to remember that any third party
who gains access to your Web3 wallet may be able to liquidate, sell, dispose, or transfer your assets.

Impermanent loss
As with any DeFi protocol that offers liquidity farming/mining, if you supply assets to a liquidity pool,
including our autovaults or deploying funds in BOMBBTC there is the risk of impermanent loss.
Impermanent loss occurs when you deposit assets into a pool and suffer a loss when you withdraw them at
a later date compared to just holding these assets throughout this period. 

Liquidity risk 
BOMB Money does not make any guarantees over liquidity levels and there is a risk this could lead to price
impacts when buying and selling assets. 
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